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At the moment we have a special mandate to speak for those who voted for us - almost 8 000 
people. That mandate has allowed us or rather 2 women to speak for us at the Talks table. 
A further mandate we have or one of our number has - Anne Carr, who has been elected a 
W. Coalition representative on Newcastle District Council.

Achievements: Obscurity to public prominence in 365 days
*

Development issues for the Northern Ireland Women’s Coaution

Confidential Membership Paper 
by Gerry Gribben, Training Team

1. Introduction:

development We have learned much from our involvement in the mainstream oolitical 
process. While I do not claim to speak for all, one of the most repeated remarks I have heard

In the year and a half of our existence much of our focus has been on Elections then the 
Forum and the Talks. It has not been on our own political development. Much’time and 
energy has been spent. With the welcome move into Substantive Issues yet more time and 
energy will be required, especially of those women in our Coalition who have to date given

All this on a kind of "wing and a prayer" and yet with a political instinct that was unerring 
and with much skill, inherent ability and significant amounts of pure courage.

We have fought three elections in our first year of existence.

We have been successful in getting three women elected to public office, raising the 
whole issue of women’s invisibility from the NI political scene, pressurised other 
parties, generated discussion, got loads of attention, and sustained three offices and 
two representatives at the Forum and Peace Talks

We have produced a significant number of reports, made numerous foreign visits 
including to America and S. Africa, done dozens of interviews, attended numerous 
conferences, run a number ourselves, given dozens of talks, run our public meetings 
raised thousands of pounds to pay our way, taken a public stand on many contentious 
issues, taken women "of the street" and persuaded and trained them for public 
office.,.. r

Some discussion on where we want to go, and how we are to get there, needs to happen 
This discussion can, I suggest, go on in heads and in the form of papers or indeed articles 
to our newsletter. I am not suggesting more meetings. But it must somehow take place.

2. Context:
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3. Issues for Consideration: Stresses and Strains
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Avoiding differences: I think that we have avoided a lot of issues - like our political 
differences. Skill with media will come when we are all very clear about what we do believe 
and are strong and passionate about.

mainstream politics. We have tried to supply these. However I believe we need to focus 
our own j

Personally .speaking On a personal note I would never wish to go into an election - 
particularly a local election - as unprepared as we were for the last local election. Had we 
had some kind of internal structure, and I acknowledge the efforts of all who did try to co
ordinate central support - we might have had more women elected. I feel we lost potential 
candidates at that point. One of the reasons I did not stand was because I knew I did not have 
the resources to support myself and my other sisters in the field as well.

Addressing needs, focusing on our development

In the last Training Needs Analysis most people said that they wanted the Coalition to:

get into mainstream politics
get women into local councils 
help to develop women politically.

Most people specifically asked for training to deal with the media and understanding
 .. J on

political development. To date we have not come to terms with the following;

There has been no in depth-discussion among the membership about our input into / 
the Talks and what we wish to see as part of the Settlement. Do we know our bottom 
line -indeed do we know our starting line ? We have talked much about process and X iK , 
criticised other political parties but what do WE want in the settlement and what 
demands are we making in terms of the representation of women at all levels of 
government and whatever structures are put in place.

Living on the edge: Do we "muddle" along as a grouping hopefully able to inject enormous 
surges of woman power and energy when the need - like an election - arises or do we try to 
design our organisation to fit a number of purposes. The last election and particularly the 
local elections put immense stress on our internal resources and organisation and indeed put 
a number of people in very stressful situations. Woman power at every level was at a 
premium and that seems to me to be something we need to look at. I think that there needs 
to be greater coherency between our principles, processes and how we impact on NI 
politically.

Models of Effectiveness: There is no doubt we all wish to intervene in our society to make 
it a better place but in this instance we do need to think about how WE propose to do it. I 
suggest we have the principles of our philosophy and processes in our manifesto but I do 
think that we need to look at some models to make our intervention more effective. Our 
present model has worked - indeed even been highly effective under strain but could it cope 
with say another election?

Our political future
Our internal organisation
Our model - party or popular Movement ?
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Z Is”'t °k ?
How do we find ways to make our political vision felt *
Are there other mainstream structures by which we can be effective - either 
individually or collectively, ie as a Coalition ? rcQVC either

So, it seems we have TWO fundamental questions to ask:

/ v? u° decp y l"v01ved w Forum or Talks Process as have other sisters 
iSJ ^ven ?mc of us great opportunity for hands-on political e^erieS^d
ind^d a lot of hard work, commitment and headaches - what I amhearina 
level, from women m rural areas I happen to meet at other conferences or other £ fteS 
women in urban areas teen to do something to improve their own communitiS X feS 
is a lot of support out there we haven’t tapped. UC3’ U Ulat Ulere

Do we need a broader base ? Perhaps a recruitment drive ? -
D° ”0“!' ’ Perhaps * “““ °l {mi ««. bank
Do we need more paid workers or people with more specific responsibilities ?

WC foXSn^Sd°s1? d™ °r dele^ We
How do we become accountable to each other without being oppressive to each ?

reduction m Forum or Talks personnel but am simply recognising that we XSS tiS

S™tmberS!iP Ae Coalitior as “ 3tands is at 500 but where are they ? Have we a very 
we 10SU3g P^P127 We need to activate those people who 2 2 

in the Peace Talks and give or negotiate a purpose and meaning for them to be more activelv
tad.' I aS Sa ta,Z mos Zrt S

4. Where do we go from here ?

This question has continually cropped up in informal discussions with NIWC members and 
others. My impression of people’s perceptions of and motives for being in or supporting the 
NIWC was that it was perceived as new, "a breath of fresh air"; it £2 wdTZ^ 
out policies and was determined to put women on all political agendasTw^S 
for t116 people who voted for us. I also have the impression that people wanted it to last n 
fee T&XT ^ucstion-13 NIWC here fo^uy.WiU it last Mo'nd

I do not disassociate our political future from fee Talks for I believe our performance there 
will help to cement our political future, but I also think feat wh2XS™^hen NT 
VteS 'We 7m.have t0 our corner onXmal political Lues
We need to be thinking about not only the terms of any settlement but what kind of Northern 
tetad .s 8oM8 .o m«e. i„ Ide Mxt few years Md wyhat is our

A
.Ai - 0
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However, we need long term plans. We have a constituency out there but we need to reach fr— -------------------- •... . . . - X____ ;_ __ A
years I have delibrately set the timescale at six months to allow space for reassessing 
ft JB **Z>I « ^ <-**-•* I a1! _ « 5T f—   — _ . » . • . • . ■ ~ “

respond to the community need of a women’s politcal "party

It could be as simple as everyone who is now a member of the Coalition “converting" 
ONE person and getting them to sign up.

We change the Training Unit into a Political Development group, with other 
members.

We set up a small group (same group) who are not involved in anything else to visit ^7 X

. To answer some of these questions it seems to me that RESOURCES have an important part 
a to play. By Resources I simply mean: time, money, drills and people.
£ - Do we use our people resources effectively ?

- What do we need from our members ?
- Do we need more members or more commitment or both ?
- Do we need to start targeting certain women or all women for political office ? 

—What can we offer potential members or indeed potential councillors or MPS ?

All this is asking YOU to think very concretely about very basic issues.

Some recommendations for development:

It seems to me that our most serious problem is women power and yet everywhere I go 
women are telling me how excited and heartened they are by the existence of the Coalition 

(| and how appalled and angry our treatment by some of our local politicians has made them’ 
I We need those women. I propose a Recruitment Drive.

* Tt nrmirl OP of QX/arnrrtna in —L. _ f* Lt M

Do we wish to intervene in mainstream politics in the accepted and traditional wavs

How will our internal organisation facilitate the model of intervention we choose ? 
(I am not suggesting our present open organic structure doesn’t serve us quite well 
but it has flaws.)

5. Resources

------------ D—---------B—r/.............. ..................... . au7uuu8 wac lO 
groups of women to talk about how they could set up small NIWC groups to begin to build r 
in their local areas for the next elections. (If we decide to be around ?) There we will have <
a strong local support group for a candidate that could run almost autonomously.) e’r
V "Wa malfT* a dci rvn okzwif- rv/ol 
*

We make a decision about our political status.
We endorse a Constitution (for the Coalition).
We target women in our community and in conjunction with those communities 

consider them for political careers.
Have free membership to all women under 25 years and a special focus on "selling" 

the Coalition to younger women.
List what "perks" we can offer women - in terms of training, opportunities, visits, 

for example.
We draw up a time table of targets to be achieved from now Oct 97 - to June 98.

_.yu to X |/U|’ X l-U fo yjX 'j 
I^am not expecting immediate answers to this paper nor is it intended to be a Five Year Plan, 

them ; we need to determine oltr internal workings and whaYand wh^ we’ ^^beVfive
- , < ----------------------- ------------ ------------ —-------- >> AVZJL A.

the political climate. We may only want to continue on the poltical until then or we may 
reSDOnd to the communitv need nfa wnmwi’a nnlitrol
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